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Powerful universal 
device management 
software

Fusion UDM Premium is VXL 
Software’s powerful, cost-effective 
universal device manager.
While it’s easy to use, it stands 
shoulder to shoulder with 
mainstream device managers - 
and has a few additional features 
of its own.

Key Features

Scalability
Ten devices? Fine. Ten Thousand? No problem. More? Fusion 
UDM Premium can handle it with ease.

Discoverability
With agentless discovery alongside industry-standard discov-
ery techniques, Fusion UDM Premium can quickly locate any 
and every compatible device on the network.

Device Management
Fusion UDM Premium provides outstanding management of 
all static and mobile endpoints on a near-to real-time basis.

Task Management
Simple and complex tasks can be defined, scheduled and 
then deployed across the network to selected or all end-
points with ease.

Patch Management
Make light work of regular software and operating system 
updates across all network devices with Fusion UDM Premi-
um’s workflow assisted patch management.

Asset Management
Dashboards provide a complete picture of both hardware 
and software for total visibility of all assets. A comprehensive 
asset reporting module allows you to communicate data to 
the management team.

Power Management
Fusion UDM Premium manages power consumption proac-
tively by controlling usage and saving costs.

Comprehensive Reporting
Dashboards and an extensive set of reports provide detailed 
insight into every aspect of your IT infrastructure for up-to-
the minute reporting.

Compliance
Fusion UDM Premium keeps you within the law as well as 
ensuring you only buy the licences you actually need.

Security
A range of innovative add-ons deliver high-level security to 
keep your organisation safe from potentially harmful and 
costly breaches. 

Remote Control
This comes as standard and provides central control, no 
matter your location, with complete access as and when it’s 
needed.
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DISCOVERABILITY
Fusion UDM Premium can find devices 

quickly and easily, via a range of 

methods, including agentless discovery, 

DNS name, DHCP Scope Option and 

more. 

DEVICE MANAGEMENT 
Fusion UDM Premium’s comprehensive 

device configuration and management 

capabilities deliver an outstanding level 

of control on a near-to or real-time basis. 

ASSET MANAGEMENT
The asset management dashboard 

provides administrators with a complete 

picture – hardware and software – 

right across the organization. No more 

guesswork. No complex asset databases. 

Complete tracking and trouble-free 

compliance. 

PATCH MANAGMENT
Software and operating system updates 

are vital for security but they come 

along with tedious regularity. Fusion 

UDM Premium lets you roll out updates 

painlessly, across all devices, with ease.

COMPLIANCE 
Helps you ensure legal software 

compliance by ensuring that all your 

software is audited. The built-in license 

metering suite ensures that you only buy 

the licenses you need and do not use 

more than you own. 

SECURITY 
Fusion UDM Premium is available with a 

range of security add-ons. These include 

the ability to create secure, encrypted 

zones on PCs/laptops, and stopping 

company USB devices being used 

outside the organization.

POWER MANAGEMENT 
For many organizations, their most 

significant IT cost is power. Fusion 

UDM Premium enables organizations 

to manage their power consumption 

proactively – for example, by shutting 

down devices (or putting them into 

standby) when not needed – and then 

waking them ready for use.

24/7 MONITORING 
Keep an ever-watchful eye on an 

organization’s hardware and software 

and make sure everything is operating 

just as it should. Fusion UDM Premium 

can predict failures, reduce downtime 

and ensures a rapid response should 

something fail. 

MOBILE DEVICE MANAGEMENT
Today’s workforce has to be mobile, 

so your device management has to be 

mobile too. Fusion UDM Premium is 

designed from the ground up to support 

mobile devices, including phones and 

tablets running Windows*, iOS* and 

Android.

REPORTING 
Information is everything, and Fusion 

UDM Premium provides it in detail. 

Always easy to access, dashboards 

provide a detailed insight into 

every aspect of your infrastructure. 

Comprehensive reports can be accessed 

as needed – and exported to Excel or 

PDF for analysis or presentation. 

TASK MANAGEMENT
Send device configuration changes to 

devices using Fusion UDM Premium’s 

highly flexible task management system. 

REMOTE CONTROL 
Remote control devices using either VNC 

or RDP. Our Remote MultiView shows 

a grid of controlled devices to allow 

control over (and switching between) 

several devices easily. 

*Available Q3, 2015
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